
Premium Quality 12" Bandsaw

This is a great all round machine perfectly specified for medium sized workshops where a range of duties may be required of a single
machine.

The Record Power BS300E has a solid fence which is made from a heavy extrusion. Mounted on a cast iron base and fixed to a solid steel
bar for maximum rigidity and support it is ideal for accurate ripping work. This is based on an industrial Startrite design and much more
solid than other fences at this level. 
The machine also features a solid double trunnion fence mount that provides rigid table support.
One-handed table tilt on a smooth rack and pinion is another feature. 
Adding to the structural integrity of the BS300E are the cast iron bandwheels which are fitted with precision ground rubber tyres to
provide a flywheel effect for smooth cutting. A solid blade tension indicator is fitted to the rear of the machine to allow for easy setup.
Microswitches are fitted top and bottom for added safety, cutting power to the machine if the doors are opened.The BS300E is also
supplied with a basic wheelkit as standard.

Maximum Depth of Cut: 190 mm
Throat Depth: 305 mm
Table Size: 480 x 400 mm
Table Height from Floor: 990 mm
Motor Power: 1 hp
Blade Length: 93 1/4"
Blade Width Capacity: 1/4 - 3/4"
Blade Speed: 820 & 380 M / minute
Extraction Port Diameter: 100 mm
Weight: 80 kg
Size: H1690 x W880 x D680 mm
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Price
BS300E Bandsaw - machine and stand only (Product reference 3671-8256) £497.83
BS300E Bandsaw - machine, stand and BS300-A wheel kit (Product reference 3671-8257) £546.78
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